EMC 2016

RIMINI
Length: half day
Departure / Arrival: Rimini Old Town
Tour Highlights: Guided walking visit of “ Rimini and its myths “ or “ Rimini Art
and Food”

Prices: “Rimini and its myths” euro 13,00 per person (minimum 20 people);
“Rimini Art and Food” euro 23,00 per person (minimum 20 people)
Price includes: Private English Speaking Guide, basic insurance
Price doesn't include: All not mentioned under "Price Includes“
Detailed itineraries:
Rimini and its myths 12h September 9.00 p.m.
Guided tour in a route dedicated to the great myths of literature, tradition and art
who have made Rimini famous in the world: the Emperor Augustus, Francesca da
Rimini and Leon Battista Alberti.
Art and Food 13th September 4.00 p.m.
A greatest tribute to Fellini and the city corners loved by the great director born in
Rimini. A trip in the trip to experience the city, as a real inhabitant of Rimini. You
will pass the Roman bridge to discover the bourough of San Giuliano to admire
Fellini Movie murals. At the end you will taste typical fish and wine.

GRADARA 12TH SEPTEMBER
Length: 9.00 a.m. – 1.00 p.m.
Departure / Arrival: Rimini Palacongressi
Tour Highlights: Guided walking visit of Gradara

Price: euro 26,00 per person (minimum 20 people)
Price includes: Private Bus, Private English Speaking Guide, Gradara Castle
Ticket, basic insurance
Price doesn't include: All not mentioned under "Price Includes"
Detailed itinerary:
Situated at 142 metres above sea level, with the Republic of San Marino, Rimini
and Carpegna in the background, Gradara represents an extraordinary urban and
architectural combination.
Legend has it that the castle was the scene of the famous and tragic love story of
Paolo and Francesca, caught in each other’s arms and killed by Gianciotto,
Francesca’s husband. This love story was immortalized by Dante in his Divine
Comedy.
Guided tour of the village and castle of Gradara with illustration of the main
historical and artistic heritage, the architecture with panoramic view from the top,
frescoes, paintings, interior design and furnishings and of course a narration of the
legend of Paolo and Francesca.

SAN MARINO BY NIGHT 12TH SEPTEMBER

Length: 9.00 p.m. – 11.30 p.m.
Departure/Arrival: tourist office at Tripoli Square
Tour Highlights: Guided walking visit of San Marino
Price: euro 21,00 per person (minimum 20 people)
Price includes: Private bus, Private English Speaking Guide, basic insurance
Price doesn't include: All not mentioned under "Price Includes”
Detailed itinerary:
San Marino is the world’s oldest republic and the only surviving city-state in Italy.
Your first stop on the San Marino city tour will be the Historic Centre of San
Marino, located on Mount Titano.
Here, you’ll get a glimpse of the city’s history from its founding through the modern
age.
During your tour, you’ll also visit Porta San Francesco, tour the outside of the
Basilica of San Francesco and take a walking tour of the city’s historic center, you’ll
have leisure time to shop relax or explore on your own.

UNESCO TOUR URBINO 13TH SEPTEMBER
Length: 9:00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.
Departure / Arrival : Rimini Palacongressi
Tour Highlights: Guided walking visit of Urbino Palazzo Ducale and the old town

Price: euro 41,00 per person (minimum 20 people)
Price includes: Private bus and Private English Speaking Guide, basic insurance
Price doesn't include: ticket for the monuments (Palazzo Ducale euro 5,00 per
person, Raffaello’s house euro 3,50 per person)
Detailed itinerary:
Urbino was the centre of culture in the Renaissance age, it was the capital of the
state of Montefeltro and it was here that Raffaello Sanzio one of the best-known
painters in the world was born.
The Ducal Palace, the superb building in the classical style, hosts the Marches
National Gallery which exhibits the most important works of art in the Region.
On a three-hour private guided walking tour you will visit the magnificient Palace,
a wonder of early Renaissance architecture, today symbol of the city in the world.
Walking up the characteristic streets called “piole” you can enjoy breathtaking
views of the city, and you can find old buildings, churches full of masterpieces such
as the Oratori and Raffaello’s house, where the artist was born in 1483 and where
his father had his studio.

SANTARCANGELO BY NIGHT 13TH SEPTEMBER
Length: 4 hours
Departure/Arrival: 8.30 p.m. at Tripoli Square
Tour Highlights: Guided walking visit of Santarcangelo and caves
Price: euro 25,00 per person (minimum 20 people)
Price includes: Private bus and Private English Speaking Guide, basic insurance
Price doesn't include: All not mentioned under "Price Includes”
Enigma, mystery, charm of the past, push the visitor to Santarcangelo towards the
"strange" structures which riddle the Mons Jovis, the tufaceous hill upon which the
present centre of Santarcangelo originated the XII century. Dug into the eastern
side of Monte Giove, more than one hundred caves form a real underground town.
The geologic nature of the mount adapts to the opening of the undergroung
passages well. The hypogeums are, in fact, dug out of the tufa, which guarantees
compactness and stability even if it is easy to perforate, and, in a minimum part
clay. Notwithstanding this, over the centuries they have been tampered with;
originally, they probably formed one big complex of caverns that were really
connected: in fact, an air well exists, and its size leads to believe that there was
noteable development of the network. Regards their dating and destination of use,
there are many different hypothesis. Some of these, even if not historically
confirmed, are certainly fascinating.

UNESCO TOUR RAVENNA 14TH SEPTEMBER
Length: 9:00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.
Departure / Arrival : Rimini Palacongressi
Tour Highlights: Guided walking visit of Ravenna
Price: euro 41,00 per person (minimum 20 people)
Price includes: Private bus and Private English Speaking Guide, basic insurance
Price doesn't include: ticket for the monuments euro 9,50 per person (Chapel of
Sant’Andrea and the Ivory Throne, Neonian Baptistery, Basilica of Sant’Apollinare
Nuovo, Basilica of San Vitale, Mausoleum of Galla Placidia) and all not mentioned
under "Price Includes"

Detailed itinerary:
On a three-hour private guided walking tour of Ravenna Mosaics discover the
symbolic world of the Byzantine civilization through the beautiful mosaics of
Ravenna. Remarkably well preserved, their sheer opulence overwhelms all who visit
them.
The tour of Ravenna includes a detailed visit to the most significant Early-Christian
and Byzantine monuments of Ravenna. We'll visit all the major sites of the famous
mosaics of Ravenna including: the Church of S.Vitale, the Mausoleum of Galla
Placidia, the Church of St. Francis with its waterlogged crypt featuring ancient floor
mosaics, the Basilica of St. Apollinare Nuovo. And while walking through the quiet
and pleasant streets of Ravenna, we'll pause to admire Piazza del Popolo the main
square of the city with its 15th century Town Hall, as well as the Tomb of Dante.

VERUCCHIO 15TH SEPTEMBER
Length: 9.00 a.m. – 1.00 p.m.
Departure / Arrival: Rimini Palacongressi
Tour Highlights: Guided walking visit of Verucchio

Price: euro 21,00 per person (minimum 20 people)
Price includes: Private Bus, Private English Speaking Guide, Verucchio Castle
Ticket, basic insurance
Price doesn't include: All not mentioned under "Price Includes"
Detailed itinerary:
Maybe not everyone knows that Verucchio is one of the oldest towns in Italy. Finds
dug out in the area testify to a pre-Etruscan civilization, developed between the 9th
and the 19th century BC, a particularly evolved civilization, connected with that of
the Villanova Bolognese. This locality was first under Roman rule and then, after a
dark age that lasted many centuries, that of the Malatesta, followed by that of the
Montefeltro, of the Borgia, the Venetians, the Medici and finally the Pontifical State
up to 1860, year in which Verucchio was annexed to the nascent Kingdom of Italy.
Guided tour of the village and castle of Verucchio. You can visit the rooms with
original and interesting productions, the impressive Sala Magna the main hall,
(since the eighteenth century was the city’s theater, however destroyed during the
last world war), you can also get into the secret chambers dungeons, or climb up to
the top of the mastio (keep the strongest and securest part of a castle) from which
you can admire a great view. The fortress is one of the best-preserved
representative examples of medieval architecture, that can still be still seen today
in its entirety.

